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W

orld Environment Day.

Every year on 5 Jun, people across the globe gather to celebrate World Environment
Day to raise environmental awareness. World Environmental Day is a great
opportunity for families and individuals to spend some time focusing on how they
can lead greener lives. Everyone needs to work together for a cleaner world. One
thing we all know for sure is that our big blue beautiful planet Earth is very similar to us! She lives,
breathes and ages just like us. She even falls sick like how we humans do, and 90% of the time, it
is caused by us. So what can we do to help save our environment? EVS Department of APS
Birpur, (Primary Wing) came forward with some eco-friendly ideas and activities to help our family
lead greener lives with the 3 R’s (recycling craft) and plantation. Our students and teachers
became Environmental Warriors to feel the importance of this day. EVS Department planned
following activities, which were carried out by the students and teachers of Primary Wing with
great enthusiasm:-

CL I - II PLANTATION – Planted saplings of their choice.

CL III - V WASTE MANAGEMENT – Learnt to reuse, reduce and recycle
(3 R’s) material.
Made useful items out of the waste material available at home, which they thought would help the
environment stay clean. Glimpse of our Environmental Warriors doing the activity is as under:-

.

ebel Girls World Environment Day on 06 Jun 2021. “Humans have since time immemorial
exploited natural resources for their gains. The United Nations General Assembly has
declared the years 2021 to 2030 the UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration. According to
the United Nations Environment Programme), the world needs 8.1 trillion US Dollars by 2050 to
restore biodiversity, reduce climate change and curb land degradation. It is time for us to take of our
planet, to take collective action and to restore the environment”. The following was the theme for
the online event held through virtual mode on Sunday 6 Jun 2021, from 2 - 4 pm and 235 students
of Army Public School, Birpur registered for the same. The event titled “Rebel Girls interactions:
Collective action for restoring the environment’ was an edifying feat where the intellectual minds
from the world of environmental science, entertainment and academia assembled just to produce a
highly elucidative discussion for the young minds. The main speakers of the event were:-

R

(a) Purnima Devi Barman
(b) Neha Sinha
(c) Prerna Singh Bindra
(d) Radhika Suri
(e) Jis Sebastian
(f) Suneeta Rao
This Rebel Girls session celebrated World Environment Day and featured three women
environmentalists, who shared their story on how they have worked towards restoring ecosystems
across the country and discussed how students can contribute to the mission. There were four
rounds of highly entertaining online quizzes too for the indulgence of the participants. They were
thoroughly enjoyed by all and three students viz, Priyanshu Mahar, Saniddhyaa Uniyal and
Uddrithaa Uniyal scored great ranks like first, fourth and eighth rank in it. The following were the
resource person of the event:(a)
Ms Purnima Devi Barman is a wildlife biologist from Assam, India. She is known for
her conservation work with the greater adjutant stork. She is a member of the NGO Aaranyak
and the founder of the Hargila Army, an all-female conservation initiative. She is also the
winner of the Nari Shakti Puraskar.
(b)
Ms Neha Sinha is an award-winning wildlife conservationist, who has contributed
inputs to the wildlife Protection Act, Wetland Rules, Compensatory Afforestation Fund Act
and many others. She currently works with the Bombay Natural History Society.
(c)
Ms Prerna Singh Bindra is a wildlife conservationist, writer, communications and
policy strategist with a primary focus on the conservation of wildlife habitats. She was
formerly a member of the Standing committee, National board for wildlife and has contributed
to the creation of new Protected Areas. She is currently pursuing a PhD at the University of
Cambridge.
(d)
Ms Radhika Suri is the Director, Environment Education, and World Wildlife Fund India
and has been instrumental in drafting a strategy for implementation of environmental
education initiatives that aim to build a generation of environmentally conscious citizens.
(e)
Ms Jis Sebastian is a conservation ecologist who fought gender discrimination and
stayed all alone in the forest to promote the environmental revolution. She works with plants
and animals to help preserve and save the environment. She is specialized in the distribution
pattern of orchids in the Western Ghats.

(f)
Ms Suneeta Rao - an Indian Pop Singer and spokesperson of the NGO ‘Laadli’. She
recently launched the ‘Vaada Karo Single, a pledge to save the environment with Dharavi
Rocks.
Last but not the least, there was open forum round where our children asked many questions and
they were addressed satisfactorily.

S

tory Making Olympiad. On 15 Jun 2021 "Little Leap" Organized a Story Making
Competition where Sanniddhya Uniyal of Cl VIII of APS Birpur bagged the first position in
the first round of the competition.

Y

oga Day. On 21 Jun 2021, NCC Cadets and ANO - Durga Thapa Chhetri of APS Birpur
participated in Yoga Day. Total 35 cadets participated online/offline and spread the
importance of yoga in individual's life.

rawings published in Newspaper ‘TOI – Newspaper in Education’ in the month of Jun
2021.
Drawing plays a big role in the cognitive development of students. It assists
learners to use artistic and aesthetic sensibility in day-to-day life situation. Eye-catching
drawings of our students were published in the TOI, Student's Edition Newspaper.

D

rticles published in Newspaper ‘TOI – Newspaper in Education’ in the month of Jun,
2021. Writing is the means to express our ideas to ourselves and to others while preserving
our personal experiences and our memories. The children of our school have expressed
their views on different topics that were published in the newspaper. The students shared their ways
to keep themselves mentally and physically strong. Article ‘Nurturing Creativity – the need of the
hour’ by Ms Vijay Bala, (PRT) was also published in the newspaper.

A

R

eport On News Paper Articles. Students of APS Birpur (Cl VI to IX) have been
continuously writing articles/poems and making drawing/ paintings for TOI (Student Edition)
which helps them to develop their creativity and imagination. It had given them an
opportunity to express their thoughts in words. During this scenario of Pandemic, students are
provided with a platform to make use of their energy and skill constructively. Here is the list of
students who participated:(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Shreetama Jana (Cl VIII)
Anant Jain (Cl VIII)
Anshu Abhilash Samal (ClVII)
Sabyasachi Satpathy(Cl IX)
Khushmeet Saini (Cl VII)
Riya Rawal (Cl VII)

F

aculty Development Programme.
Faculty vitality is the main ingredient to enhance
professional education and competence. Enriching the faculty vitality is key domain of
teaching, assessing, research, professionalism and administration is perceived to improve
the educational environment significantly and enhances the academic performance of learners.
Keeping this in view Army Public School Birpur conducted a Faculty Development Programme from
24 Jun - 3 Jul 2021 which resulted in the enrichment of teacher’s knowledge and skills.
Resource person for the FDP on 28 Jun 2021 was Dr. Kannan Gireesh, M.B.B.S & M.D (Psychiatry)
Consultant Psychiatrist, Psychotherapist, and Counsellor Founder & CEO of Live Life Education
Private Limited. He observed that youth of today are being overwhelmed with various problems
such as children lack the will and strength to overcome these barrier sand hence, fail to achieve
their fullest potential. Thus, based on the knowledge gained, he formulated a transformative,
experiential and value based programme, which he shared with the teachers here and this helped
teachers to understand the students’ problems, identify their strengths and weaknesses and
empower them to face life challenges. This workshop was specially designed for teachers to
develop a positive outlook in their approach. Teachers of APS, Birpur got an opportunity to interact
with Dr. Kannan Gireesh and also learn a variety of things on various aspects of children’s life like
pressure, depression, anxiety and stress-related problems. Sometimes children lack the will and
strength to overcome these obstacles, and are in confused state and fail to achieve they desire. He
talked on various things to help students, strengthen their will power, identify their strengths and
how to work on their weaknesses and empower them to face life positively and to deal with the
challenges of life.
He also interacted one to one with the teachers to suggest how to give emotional support to the
students for their health and wellbeing. He said, “Teachers are the torchbearer of the world” and
added that by their effort, they can make a significant change in a student’s life because there is no
such thing as a problem child, but there is a child with a problem. What we achieve is the result of
our past actions. As fruit is the behaviour and the seed is the beginning. So, we all must sow the
seeds of hard work and then only we will reap the fruits of success. He also emphasized on
behaviour as children learn from other human beings not from God. We should sit with them and
listen quietly and carefully to what they say. We should also treat them with respect. When a child
experiences respect, he knows what it feels like and begins to understand how important it is. We
wish to conduct many more such workshops in the larger interest of the school as a whole.

W

izKlub International HOTS Olympiad.
On 30 Jun 2021, HOTS Olympiad focuses on the core aptitude and IQ of a student and
assesses the student’s cognitive excellence. A student Avish Jakhar - Cl IV E
participated in the HOTS Olympiad and reached the finals and was awarded with a scholarship
amount Rs. 2500 that was utilized towards ‘Coding Program’ for one month from WizKlub.

